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QUESTION 1

You are working on a Magento store which will be selling in two countries. Each country has its own set of payment
methods. 

How do you organize the project to support this requirement? 

A. Create one website, two payment scopes 

B. Create one website, one store view 

C. Create one website, two store views 

D. Create two websites, two store views 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A merchant is interested in setting different prices for the same products in different store scopes. What do you reply to
this inquiry? 

A. The prices can only be scoped per website or globally 

B. The prices can be scoped per store 

C. The price scope can be set to store but this will lead to performance degradation of category pages 

D. The prices do not support scopes 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://www.quora.com/How-can-I-set-up-different-prices-for-the-same-product-per-Magento-s

Store-View-Im-using-Magento-2-2 

 

QUESTION 3

You are adding a child node to the product.info block using the XML: 

How will this block be rendered? 
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A. Child block nodes are automatically rendered as HTML 

B. By calling $block->getChildHtml(`mynewblock\\') in the parent block\\'s template 

C. The layout is invalid since block elements cannot be nested 

D. Automatically if the block class Custom implements the _toHtml method 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://magento.stackexchange.com/questions/49361/how-to-put-my-block-in-catalog-productview-page 

 

QUESTION 4

Products may be accessed using SEO friendly URLs like /my-product instead of /catalog/product/view/id/ {ID} 

How is this one? 

A. An event observer adds RewriteRules to .htaccess on product save 

B. Magento\Catalog\Controller\Product\View::loadByUrlKey loads product pages using the url_key attribute value 

C. Using a URL Rewrite stored in the database connecting the request path with the target path 

D. A plugin on \Magento\UrlRewrite\Controller\Router::match loads products by the url_key attribute 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the connection between product attribute sets and categories? 

A. Categories have no connection to product attribute sets, and any product can be assigned to any category 

B. Each category is linked to a single product attribute set, and only products from that attribute set are allowed in the
category 

C. Each category is linked to a single product attribute set, and only products from that category\\'s set or any of its
parent categories\\' 

D. Categories can be connected to multiple product attribute sets, and only products from one of those sets are allowed
in the category 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://www.cloudways.com/blog/configuring-product-attribute-sets-in-magento/ 
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